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Andaaz Naya Naya is a shelved Bollywood 3-D animated film directed by Anish Patel, a remake of Andaz Apna Apna. Andaaz, the art teacher at Rahul Bose School, is played by Aditi Maharaj, played by Jayasree Tripathi in the original film. It premiered in India on June 6, 2007 and in America on August 28, 2007. The premiere in
Russia took place on September 22, 2009. Sunglasses Android is an adventure film starring Sandra Bullock, John Dobbs and Allen Delon. Cast: Sandra Bullock (Flying Away, Control, The Carrie Diaries) and Jonas Woods (Rush Hour, Peter Pan) Pak with a mission to revive the Earth. His mission is to transport a futuristic spacesuit.

But on the way to him, he meets a strange old man. The alien tells him the story of his life. Like everyone else, Pak grew up in an orphanage from childhood. He received the unusual name "Pak" (Jap. "The Hanged Man") because he once hanged himself from longing. His parents were killed by bandits, and when he was 7, his mother
died in a plane crash. Raised alone, Pak dreams of adventure. As a result, he becomes involved in underground activities in the hope of finding a place in a new life. His friend claims to be looking for the missing jewelry. Park does not believe that his friend is telling the truth, but he contacts him with a request to help. The elders land

on the ground. The planet is filled with deadly mechanical creatures, and they have to deal with them. Against all odds, they must fulfill their missionâ€¦
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